AMONDAROSE IGOE
Your Speaking Success Strategist, Award Winning Speaking Expert and Best Selling Author

AmondaRose has taught thousands of
Leaders, Entrepreneurs and Business
Professionals her step-by-step speaking
systems so they effectively share their
message and achieve massive results.

As Seen In or At

AmondaRose Igoe, Your Speaking Success Strategist,
specializes in helping the Best and the Brightest utilize the
power of speaking and her accelerated presentation
strategies to deliver a clear, concise and compelling message
that creates consistent revenue results.
As a result of overcoming her own significant speaking
challenges, she has dedicated her life to helping business
owners, entrepreneurs and visionary leaders. She is the creator
of the Invincible Speaker System, Empowered Speaker
Event and Public Speaking Launch Pad.
As an Award-Winning Speaking Expert and Best-Selling Author,
the power of what AmondaRose teaches has helped thousands
from around the globe, including over 20 countries.
AmondaRose’s unique fusion of real life examples, content rich
strategies and authentic conversational style connects with her
audience at an intimate and heartfelt level, which makes her a
highly sought-after professional speaker, public speaking
expert and consultant.
Whether AmondaRose is being interviewed or speaking to
international audiences, she ignites the atmosphere with her
empowering message, extraordinary insights and real results.
AmondaRose was recently recognized by the
International Association of Women in Business
Coaching receiving their “Stars Achievement
Award” and honored by The Woman’s
Advantage with their “Top-Idea Maven” award.
She was a featured leading expert in the media
including television, radio and in print.
She is the author of two books, "Pain-Free
Public Speaking” and “Share Your Story” and
a Contributing Author in the #1 Best Selling
Book Series “Chicken Soup for the Soul.” Her
clients and audiences attest that after working
with AmondaRose, the benefits to them
have been priceless.

AmondaRose Igoe
High Performance Speaking Training and Consulting

To Book
AmondaRose
for your organization,
group, community or corporate
event,
call (800) 610-9056

www.AmondaRose.com
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or email
AmondaRose@AmondaRose.com

AMONDAROSE IGOE Speaks
Book AmondaRose to Speak for
Your Organization and Make
Your Next Event Unforgettable!

As Seen In or At

Out of the thousands of speakers to choose from for your next
event, AmondaRose is unlike any other speaker.
AmondaRose’s unique fusion of real life examples, content rich
strategies and authentic conversational style connects with her
audience at an intimate and heartfelt level, which makes her a
highly sought-after professional speaker.
AmondaRose is leading the way in public speaking training and
presentation development for business owners, entrepreneurs and
visionary leaders. She has an undeniable passion for helping both
women and men share their passionate message to the masses so
they can finally have impact, influence and income they desire.
Post event surveys have ranked AmondaRose as the top
speaker for giving audiences the highest content value and for her
dynamic and down to earth presentation style. When looking for a
Professional Speaker and Trainer who specializes in Public
Speaking look for one that ignites the atmosphere with
inspiration, motivation and focuses on real results. Look no further
than AmondaRose. Because AmondaRose's puts her heart and
soul into every presentation, you can feel confident your audience
is getting the 100% absolute best.

AmondaRose’s Most Requested and Highly Desired Programs
Customized Presentation Programs Available


Public Speaking Secrets Revealed: The 5 Step Proven Success
Formula to Double and Even Triple Your Presentation Results



Step into the Speaking Spotlight: 3 Smart Ways to Have a Greater
Impact and Generate Consistent Clients and Cashflow



Public Speaking for Leaders: Smart Ways to Create Clear, Concise
and Compelling Presentations that Move Your Team into Action



Stand Out Story Telling: How to Design and Deliver a Powerful
Story that Captivates, Compels and Converts Any Audience



To Book
AmondaRose

Networking Magic: The Power Way to Use Business Meetings and
Quickly Increase Your Relationships, Referrals and Revenue
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Raving Reviews from Event Organizers
EVENT ORGANIZER TESTIMONIALS
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“AmondaRose Igoe is an engaging and compelling speaker. She has her
message down-packed as far as content and delivery is concerned
and provides
a
truly
life-transforming
experience
to
attendees
through audience participation, eye opening exercises, real life
examples, and deep insight. Working with AmondaRose was an excellent
experience. There are no surprises, working with AmondaRose, other than
the
fact
that
she
over-delivers
on
every
level.”
Elvira
Amankwa, CMP, Impact Creations LLC
“WOW! AmondaRose is a joy to know and an ideal speaker to work with. She
is totally prepared, completely selfless and a true professional. Her
presentation style is warm and giving. Her message is clear and concise. I
highly recommend AmondaRose for anyone who would like a speaker for the
topic of authentic presentations and public speaking skills. We're looking
forward to working with her on future projects!” Sue Urda - Founder
of Powerful You! Women's Network
“Your energy and secrets kept me and our attendees on the edge of our
seats the entire time. In addition, my post conference survey results
ranked you at the top of list for delivering the most value. I look forward
to having you as a guest speaker many more times in the future!”
Kellie
Kuecha - Women that Win
“You exceeded my wildest expectations. From the moment you took the
stage until the time you walked out the door, you captivated every single
person in the room. You unselfishly gave the group the tools to take their
projects to the next level. I want you to know how much I appreciate all the
time you spent after the meeting with our members.” Leo Mazur - President SFIS
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Interview AMONDAROSE IGOE
7 “SAMPLE” ENGAGING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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1. How did you get started in public speaking training and coaching?
2. Have you overcome any public speaking challenges?
3. Why are you so passionate about helping others build their careers
through public speaking?
4. What is one of the Biggest Mistakes presenters make when it
comes to keeping their audiences attention?
5. How important is public speaking to promoting a particular
message, product or service?
6. You believe that connecting with an audience on a heart level is
key. Can you elaborate on that?
7. How crucial is audience interaction in a presentation?

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
“AmondaRose, I love your professional approach along with your great
energy and awesome personality! Your process moved me along quickly,
was super well organized and led me to my end goal smoothly. Work with
AmondaRose because it will catapult you to the head of the
line!” Janet Grosshandler
“All I can say first of all is RUN; don’t walk, if you have an opportunity to
hire AmondaRose. Do not hesitate. Just do it. It will be the best
decision you ever made.” Cindy Ruccolo
“AmondaRose provided me with the training and the inspiration I needed
to invest in myself. I am on my way to being the successful speaker I
wanted to be, rather than a wanna-be that just never got it together to
finish what I started!” CJ Carl
“I can’t thank AmondaRose enough for the impact she has had on my
business. She has helped me deliver a message that resonates with my
target audience. If you want to reach new heights in your business
through speaking, AmondaRose is the coach for you.” Gloria Rand
“Were thrilled with the results! We put the new strategy for making
an offer from the stage into immediate use and for the first time in many
years, we had along line of people waiting to enroll. Instantaneous
tangible results - you can't beat that!” Aimée Lyndon-Adams
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